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The lab have chosen a more Indica dominant 80% Indica + 20%  Sativa version for our WEDDING CAKE™, 
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Price 
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Base price with tax 12,00 €

Price with discount 9,92 €

Salesprice with discount 

Sales price 12,00 €

Sales price without tax 9,92 €

Discount 

Tax amount 2,08 €
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WEDDING CAKE™ Feminized: An unforgettable journey into the land of delight begins with a single taste of this Indica dominant SUPER
POTENT fiend of a strain. Its family line oozes sweet and sour earthy scents with unmistakable vanilla aromas and old skunky undertones. An
acclaimed fusion, famous for its creative, uplifting and euphoric relaxation properties.

The lab have chosen a more Indica dominant 80% Indica + 20%  Sativa version for our WEDDING CAKE™, opting to evolve further the original
Pink Cookies genetics “aka wedding cake” from the Barneys Farm vault originally created by Seed Junky Genetics.

Wedding Cake inherits much of its power from its Girl Scout Cookies parent, crossed with Cherry Pie, bringing a sophisticated twist from its OG
and Durban Poison X Granddaddy Purple heritage.

The strain is so named because it is absolutely smothered in THC crystals, like a well iced wedding spectacular, with subtle purple and pinks
during flowering.

WEDDING CAKE™'s eight-week flowering period means you could get your hands on her beckoning blossoms in super-fast time. You can
expect solid, monster yields of around 650g/m2 indoor and up to 2kg outdoor. with a whopping 24% THC will make you feel like you are on your
honeymoon again.

Outdoor harvest is in late September, when you’ll be glad you decided to grow this magnificent beast of a plant.

 

Type: Feminised

Photoperiod: Normal

Cultivation: Indoor/outdoor

Genetics: cherry Pie x Girl Scout Cookies x OG Kush

Effect: Relaxed, Happy, Euphoric, Uplifted, Creative

Outdoor YieldT (g): up to 2kg per plant

Indoor Yield (g):up to 650 gr/m²

Flowering Time (days): 55 - 60

Feminised Outdoor Harvest Month: September

Feminised Outdoor Harvest Month Week: 3rd-4th week 

Height Indoor (cm): 90-100cm

Height Outdoor (cm): 180-200cm

Height: Medium

Indica %: 80%

Sativa %: 20%

Indica/Sativa: Mostly Indica

Medical Level: Medium

Medical: Yes

Aroma: sweet and sour earthy scents, vanilla and old skunky undertones

Grow Difficulty (1=Easy, 5=Hard): 1

?????? ???????

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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